(12 characters total: 7 required and 5 optional)

There are 8 female and 4 male characters. This game can be played as all-female with required players.

CHARACTER NAME AND OCCUPATION

PRINCESS SENCE
SLARK
Princess of Winter Gully
REQUIRED
Female

QUEEN
CRESTIAN
LANGSTONE

Queen Regent of Westerfell
REQUIRED
Female

PRINCESS
MARGARET
TYRELE
Princess of Neferia
REQUIRED
Female

PRINCESS
DENYSIA
GAREON
Warrior Princess
REQUIRED
Female
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CHARACTER DESCRIPTION

COSTUME
SUGGESTIONS

Sence Slark is the daughter of the late
Lord Wylliam Slark and Queen Cicely
Slark. Sence is always found with her
grimwolf named Grace. Once betrothed
to the Evil King, Princess Slark is
hardened and wishes to make an
alliance with the House of Tyrele in order
to seek revenge on Westerfell.

Medieval
maiden/
princess
costume.

A widow, Queen Crestian Langstone is
the mother of Godfrey Langstone, The
Evil King of Westerfell. Crestian is
supportive of her son, no matter what
heinous acts he commits against the
people of Westerfell. It is only a matter of
time before someone slays Godfrey and
ends his tyranny.

Medieval
queen
costume.

Princess Margaret Tyrele is the brazen
princess from the powerful House of
Tyrele – the royal family of Nefaria. One
of the most manipulative souls in the
realm, nobody should trust her if they
value their life. Margaret is currently
betrothed to King Godfrey of Westerfell,
and the people of the west have given
their loyalty to her without question.

Medieval
maiden/
princess
costume.

Princess Denysia Gareon fled one year
ago from Westerfell after her father, the
former king, was murdered. She made a
secret ally with Queen Cicely Slark of
Winter Gully and has been building up an
army of pirates in order to retaliate and
take back the throne. Nobody in the
realm believes the legends of dragons to
be true. Nevertheless, Denysia’s winged
companion is a fire-breathing dragon
named Drogue.

Medieval
warrior
princess
costume.
Toy sword as
a prop. Toy
dragon as a
prop.

QUEEN CICELY
SLARK
Queen of Winter Gully
REQUIRED
Female

BEATRIX OF
LANTIS

Warrior, House of Lantis
REQUIRED
Female

YEDVTHE

Warrior, Wilder Tribe
REQUIRED
Female

MALIN

Sorceress, House of Thorne
Optional character
Female

KING GODFREY
LANGSTONE
King of Westerfell

Optional character
Male
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Queen Cicely Slark is the self-proclaimed
ruler of the Kingdom of Winter Gully.
Fiercely loyal to her family, she will seek
revenge on anybody who crosses one of
her seven children. Cicily has been
hiding Princess Gareon of Westerfell
over the last year and is aiding Denysia’s
quest to seize the throne that belongs to
the Gareon bloodline.

Medieval
queen
costume.

A faithful warrior in the House of Lantis,
Beatrix has denounced her royal title and
opted to train as a knight in the King’s
Royal Guard. Her father, King Gage
Lantis, has always given Beatrix what
she desires and granted her wish to
become a warrior. However, her mother,
Queen Millicent, adamantly disapproves.

Medieval
warrior
costume.
Toy sword as
a prop.

Yedvthe is a bold member of the Wilder
Tribe, a nomadic group of warriors in the
northeast. Yedvthe and her tribe are now
interested in forming alliances with the
six Kingdoms, even though their clan has
made over a dozen attempts at
conquering the Kingdom of Nefaria. For
this reason, there is bad blood, and the
Wilders are known as savages.

Medieval
snow warrior
costume.

Hailing from a faraway realm, Malin is a
sorceress who now resides in the Thorne
Kingdom and serves as the Chief
Advisor to King Ulric Thorne. Malin has
powers of foresight and often uses black
magic to get the king what he desires.
Malin has the ability to create dark
phantoms to carry out her diabolical
schemes. It is best to stay on this dark
witch’s good side.

Medieval
sorceress
costume.

Otherwise known as The Evil King, King
Godfrey Langstone is the tyrannical ruler
of Westerfell. Most consider Godfrey to
be insane, whereas others believe his
mother is the one making the cruel
decisions for the House of Langstone.
Godfrey is betrothed to Princess
Margaret Tyrele of Nefaria.

Medieval
king
costume.
Toy sword as
a prop (or
other
medieval
weapon).

JAMES
LANGSTONE

Lord Commander of the
Westerfell Royal Guard
Optional character
Male

BROM
SNOW

Lord Commander of the
Queen’s Army of Winter Gully
Optional character
Male

GREGOR
GAUDET

Warrior, Westerfell Royal
Guard
Optional character
Male

James Langstone is the uncle of King
Godfrey Langstone of Westerfell and
younger sibling of Queen Regent
Crestian Langstone. James is noted as
one of the greatest fighters in the Ethos
Realm. Albeit, he’s rumored to have
murdered many people, including
Denysia Gareon’s father and Queen
Cicely Slark’s husband.

Medieval
knight
costume.
Sword and
shield as
optional
props.

Brom Snow is an orphan from Winter
Gully who serves as the Lord
Commander of the Queen’s Army. Brom
was raised by the House of Slark and
pledged his loyalty and his life to Winter
Gully. Brom is usually seen with his
grimwolf named Sadon.

Medieval
knight
costume.
Sword and
shield as
optional
props.

Gregor Gaudet is the most feared warrior
from the House of Langstone’s Royal
Guard. Rumored to be an undead,
Gregor is intimidating and a fierce fighter.
However, his loyalty has been
questioned recently and he certainly
doesn’t get along with his commander,
James Langstone.

Medieval
knight /
executioner
costume.
Sword and
shield as
optional
props.

For more information about your game, head over the guests’ pregame
site: http://yourmysteryparty.com/crowns
For DIY options, check out our Pinterest page for this game:
https://www.pinterest.com/mymysteryparty/medieval-party-tips/
Social media: #GameofCrowns, #MyMysteryParty,
#MurderMysteryParty Please, do not post spoilers (i.e.
victim/murderer) to ruin it for other guests. Thank you!
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